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Abstract
There is a strong link between measures of stock market performance and subsequent equity
issues. We find that management turnover weakens the link between equity issues and the
returns that preceded the new CEO. Moreover, there is a discontinuity in the distribution of
equity issues around the specific share price that the CEO inherited, while there is no
discontinuity around salient share prices prior to turnover. The evidence suggests that capital
allocation involves an attribution of past returns not only to the firm but also to its CEO. A
corollary is that a firm with poor stock market performance may be better able to raise new
capital if its current CEO is replaced.
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1.

Introduction
There is a strong and positive link between measures of stock market performance and

equity issues. The neoclassical explanation for this pattern is that past returns reflect improved
investment opportunities, which must in turn be financed. Another traditional explanation is that
the cost of external equity is unusually low, either for rational reasons related to adverse
selection or investor risk aversion or irrational reasons related to market-wide or firm-specific
misvaluation.1 Putting these two together, firms with good performance require capital and have
a lower cost of capital. Investors supply capital, believing that it will be put to good use. The
identity of the management team does not figure prominently in either explanation. Whether the
stock market performance came during the tenure of the current CEO is largely irrelevant.
In this paper, we ask whether equity issues are more sensitive to the value apparently
created by the current CEO or the value inherited by the current CEO.2 Our results suggest that
CEO-specific performance plays an important role in predicting which firms will raise equity
capital. Equity issues are roughly twice as sensitive to what we label the CEO-specific portion
of value creation as they are to inherited stock price performance. We decompose Q, which we
define as the market-to-book assets ratio, into three parts: an initial level, the change prior to the
arrival of the CEO, and the change since. The unconditional probability of an equity issue is 4.5
percent per quarter. A unit increase in the initial level of Q or the change in Q prior to the arrival
of the CEO increases the probability of an equity issue by 2.0 to 3.2 percentage points, while a
unit increase afterward increases the probability of an equity issue by almost twice as much, or
4.0 to 4.6 percentage points. These differences are large in comparison to the mean issuance
level.
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For example, see Lucas and McDonald (1990) and Korajczyk, Lucas, and McDonald (1992) for an asymmetric
information version of market timing, and Ritter (1991), Loughran and Ritter (1995), and Baker and Wurgler (2000)
for an inefficient markets version.
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It is worth noting at the outset that we take a fairly expansive view of equity issues in most of our empirical tests,
most notably including equity issued in the context of mergers and acquisitions. We also consider a narrower and
binary notion of equity issues by examining follow-on equity offerings.
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While suggestive, these results have obvious limitations. Namely, we cannot distinguish
CEO-specific value creation from merely recent value creation. For example, measurement error
in our proxy for Q might mean that recent first differences better define investment opportunities
or asymmetric information than first differences in the more distant past. As a result, our
preliminary test may have nothing to do with the attribution of performance to the current CEO.
To address this problem, we assign each firm in the non-turnover group a random
turnover date. We then take a differences-in-differences approach, albeit not one where we have
an instrument for CEO turnover, looking at how the difference between recent changes in Q and
more distant changes in Q vary across the turnover and non-turnover groups. In both groups, the
more recent change in Q is more important for equity issuance, but the gap is larger when there
is a turnover, increasing the probability of an equity issue by a further 1.3 to 1.7 percentage
points.
While this suggests an attribution of past returns to the CEO, another explanation is that
CEO turnover marks the sort of shift in firm strategy that breaks the link between past returns
and equity issuance. Perhaps it is the underlying shift in strategy that causes the appointment of
a new CEO and simultaneously the need for new capital, regardless of past performance. Capital
is available to finance investment opportunities, but past returns are only an indicator of
investment opportunity conditional on a strategic status quo. A related explanation is that a CEO
transition puts all significant decisions on hold including raising new equity, while the new
administration considers its options. This is effectively a transaction cost that delays the move
toward neoclassical investment. The shift in personnel means that there is no need for new
capital, again regardless of past performance. In both explanations, the identity of the CEO and
the transition itself still matter, but for fundamental reasons.
We perform several additional tests to explore these alternative explanations.

For

example, we can quickly rule out the second alternative as the only explanation. Our main
results do not come simply because the new CEO takes no immediate action in raising capital.
The variance of equity issues is just as large after a CEO transition as in other periods. We can
2

also rule out one version of the first alternative explanation. If the strategic shift involves
improvements in investment opportunities, then debt issues and investment will behave like
equity issues. Yet, we find no effect of CEO-specific returns on debt issues. And, we find no
statistically significant results for the growth in long-term assets, capital expenditure, or
profitability.
A broader interpretation is that the relevant opportunity is in restructuring liabilities, not
increasing assets. CEO turnover typically coincides with poor performance. Equity issues in
this context might be used to recapitalize a poorly performing firm after the arrival of a new
CEO. Applying a double negative to our results, we might say that low, non-CEO-specific
returns increase the probability of an equity issue.
However, we check whether our results come only from clear restructuring situations
where the change in Q prior to CEO turnover was negative. They do not. In fact, the sensitivity
of equity issues to value created prior to the current CEO’s tenure is similarly small when the
changes in Q are negative prior to the CEO’s arrival as when the changes are positive; when the
firm has or does not have leverage; when the turnover is forced or natural; or when the turnover
involves an insider or outsider. We also find persistent effects even twelve or more months after
turnover. In other words, distant past returns, which are arguably less important for immediate
financing decisions, continue to have a differential effect.
Elaborate connections between CEO turnover and omitted firm characteristics are hard to
cleanly rule out in a single test. But, in a third and final analysis to rule in the attribution story,
we look for two types of discontinuity. These are cleaner, but less powerful, tests. Both the
stock price at the arrival of the current CEO and the stock price of the prior stock offering if it is
under the current CEO’s control have a special effect on the decision to issue equity. There is a
discontinuous jump in the distribution of follow-on offerings at these two stock prices. In
contrast, the stock price of the prior stock offering, if it is not under the current CEO’s control,
generates no discontinuity. To the extent that past prices affect issuance, this process seems to
start at the arrival of the CEO. The arrival price itself is discontinuously important, apparently
3

generating a new reference point against which the CEO is judged. The price of the stock at the
firm’s last equity offering generally seems important in the decision to issue equity, in the sense
that it generates a discontinuous jump in equity issues. And yet, this pattern is only visible if it
occurs under the current CEO’s tenure.
Taken together, our results document a selective attribution of past returns to the CEO.
These findings complement a growing literature that emphasizes the importance of the identity
of top management in financial decision making, and the related phenomena of the “celebrity
CEO” and the increasing CEO centrality in compensation.3 Our results could in principle reflect
either the supply of or demand for capital. In other words, investors may provide capital
conditional on CEO-specific returns. Alternatively, the CEO may be reluctant to raise capital at
a price that is below the prevailing price at the start of his tenure.4 In this spirit, the paper
complements the small but burgeoning literature on the importance of reference points in
corporate finance. Loughran and Ritter (2002) and Ljungqvist and Wilhelm (2005) point to
reference points and prospect theory as an explanation for IPO underpricing. Baker, Pan, and
Wurgler (2012) study the effect of reference point prices on mergers and acquisitions. We
present complementary evidence in the process of raising capital, where the real consequences
are potentially significant.

2.

Equity issues and the attribution of past returns
Mechanisms linking equity issues and valuation typically involve firm characteristics,

like investment opportunities, asymmetric information, or misvaluation. In each case, valuation
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Bebchuk, Cremers, and Peyer (2011) measure CEO centrality as the “fraction of the top-five compensation
captured by the CEO.” Khuranna (2002) describes the executive search process and the focus on charisma in
identifying CEO candidates. Malmendier and Tate (2009) investigate the impact of CEOs achieving “superstar”
status on the performance of their firms.
4

This idea is closely related to the disposition effect, or the tendency to sell winners and hold on to losing positions.
Odean (1998) and Jin and Scherbina (2011), for example, find that individual investors and institutional investors
are prone to disposition, despite the tax advantages of realizing losses. Shefrin and Statman (1985) attribute this to
Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979) prospect theory. Here, the CEO is reluctant to sell equity after it has declined in
price.
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proxies for an underlying firm characteristic that is associated with the supply of or demand for
new capital. Tobin (1969) and von Furstenberg (1977) focus on investment opportunities. High
valuations, in this case, measure the marginal product of capital. Lucas and McDonald (1990)
and Thakor and Whited (2011) focus instead on asymmetric information or gaps in beliefs.
Changes in valuation, in this case, indicate periods of time when the gap between managers’ and
investors’ knowledge or expectations is low, thus facilitating equity issues.

Ritter (1991),

Loughran and Ritter (1995), and Baker and Wurgler (2000) focus on market timing motives.
High levels or changes in valuations, in this case, indicate periods where investors are willing to
supply capital at low risk-adjusted cost.
In each, the object of empirical interest in the flow of capital is the firm, not the CEO
running the firm. A potentially useful analogy is the literature on mutual funds. Sirri and
Tufano (1998), Chevalier and Ellison (1999), and Berk and Green (2004) emphasize the flow of
capital to funds that have produced high returns. To some extent, investors may be channeling
flows to funds with high performance, and to some extent, they may be channeling flows to
portfolio managers with high performance.
Applied to a corporate setting, this leads to a simple first prediction. The performance
of the CEO, separate from the firm itself, influences equity issues. This is in some ways a
more intuitive explanation for the link between changes in valuation and equity issues, for two
reasons. First, the traditional explanations of investment opportunities, asymmetric information,
and market timing make stronger predictions about the level of valuations and new capital than
the change in valuation. Second, anecdotal evidence from the popular press and the structure of
executive compensation and financial reporting suggest that the arrival price of the current CEO
is an important benchmark.
Media accounts abound where the CEO-specific track record is documented as
potentially relevant to investors. Examples of negative performance evaluation are
commonplace: “The stock price [for Bombadier] is barely half of what it was when Tellier
started on January 13, 2003” (Yakabuski, 2004); “Morgan Stanley shares closed Thursday at
5

$28.64, down about 37 percent since Mack took over in June 2005” (Connelly and Dani, 2009);
“Ever since CEO Lee Scott took over the company in January 2000, however, Wal-Mart’s stock
price has declined by about 30 per cent” (The Boston Globe, 2006); or “Coke shares are down
17% since the 62-year-old Mr. Isdell came out of retirement 18 months ago to spur a longoverdue turnaround in profit growth” (Terhune, 2005).

Examples of positive performance

evaluation are also easy to find: “Increasing your company’s stock price by about 37 percent in
one year tends to beget popularity, after all, and since Iger took over for Michael Eisner as leader
of the Mouse House on October 1, 2005, he’s become as lovable to investors as Disney
characters are to their children… HAPPY ANNIVERSARY” (Lauria, 2006); or “During
O’Reilly’s 10-year reign as CEO, Chevron’s stock price has gained about 60%, with the
company outperforming the S&P 500” (Gelsi, 2009).
The structure of executive compensation also creates a reference point at the arrival of a
new CEO. Options are typically struck at the money on the start date, and a disproportionate
fraction of outstanding options come from the first contract. According to Standard and Poor’s
Executive Compensation (ExecuComp) database, over the period from 1990 through 2004,
CEOs are granted an average of 278,360 option grants at a Black-Scholes value of $3.0 million
in the first year of their tenure. By contrast, in subsequent years, CEOs are granted an average of
167,860 option grants at a Black-Scholes value that is approximately 33% lower at $2.0 million.
Relatedly, evidence from Murphy and Zimmerman (1993) and others suggests that financial
reporting can be partially reset at the time of CEO turnover, because the new CEO uses the
change in management as an opportunity to take a “big bath” from which future improvements
will be easier to achieve.
Both the media accounts and the nature of option compensation point to an ancillary
second prediction. The CEO arrival price is discontinuously important. This could in
principle arise from either the supply of or the demand for capital. Media accounts point to the
arrival price as a salient reference point in the minds of investors.

6

Meanwhile, both the

heightened attention of accepting a new job and the size of the initial option grant could equally
well create a reference point in the mind of the new CEO.
Whether the effect of CEO-specific performance on equity issues reflects rational
attribution will remain largely unanswered. On this question, there is an active debate in the
mutual fund literature. On the one hand, the strong link between mutual fund flows and past
returns appears despite no link between past and future returns, suggesting an irrational
attribution of past returns. Frazzini and Lamont (2008) call this “dumb money,” showing that
flows actually predict negative returns at longer horizons. Likewise, a CEO-specific effect here
may reflect a similar and excessive extrapolation of past returns or another well-documented
bias, where subjects elevate the role of the individual relative to circumstance.5 On the other
hand, Berk and Green (2004) emphasize a rational learning model where flows and decreasing
returns to scale eliminate the link between past and future returns, despite the fact that past
returns reveal stock-picking skills. The analogous neoclassical explanation for a CEO-specific
effect here is that CEO-specific returns help to identify the marginal Q of the firm. In this spirit,
a growing literature emphasizes the importance of the CEO in firm decision making.6
We test these two predictions using data described below. The identification in the
second prediction is cleaner, but less powerful. By contrast, the identification in the first
prediction is more challenging, because the arrival of the CEO is not independent of firm
characteristics. It may be these underlying firm characteristics that break the link between equity
issues and past returns rather than a CEO-specific attribution process. We conduct several

5

In controlled experiments, it is easier to identify attribution error. A classic study by Jones and Harris (1967)
asked subjects to rate the political views of individuals who were chosen to read a passage either for or against Fidel
Castro. Even when told that the assignment was random, subjects attributed some of the contents of the passage to
readers’ views, rating them as having a more positive or negative attitude toward Castro. This phenomenon, what
Ross (1977) labeled the fundamental attribution error, suggests a somewhat different interpretation of the link
between stock market performance and equity issues.
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For example, Bertrand and Schoar (2003), Graham and Narasimhan (2005), Xuan (2009), and Kaplan, Klebanov,
and Sorensen (2012), among others, study how CEO characteristics and experiences influence aspects of corporate
finance and performance.
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additional tests to rule out alternatives where the basic finding of a link between equity issues
and CEO-specific past returns is endogenous.

3.

Data

3.1.

CEO turnover
Our sample starts with Standard and Poor’s (S&P) Executive Compensation

(ExecuComp) database, which covers S&P 1500 firms. We identify all CEO turnover events
occurring between 1990 and 2011. For each turnover event, we verify or obtain the turnover
date using Factiva news search and hand-collect the following additional information on the
nature of turnover. A turnover is defined as internal if the CEO has been with the firm for more
than one year at the date of the succession announcement. A turnover is considered forced if an
announcement of forced resignation or firing of the departing CEO is reported in the news
media, if the reason for departing is performance-related, or if the departing CEO is under the
age of 60 without health problems or a position with another firm. We exclude those turnovers
in which the new CEO stays in office for less than one year and those that involve the
appointment of co-CEOs.7
3.2.

Equity issues, returns, and control variables
We connect the ExecuComp data to the Compustat Industrial Quarterly files. For each

firm-quarter, we gather a variety of financial data summarized in Table 1. The focus of the paper
is equity issues. In addition to new equity finance, we collect data on the full range of financing
and investing activities using flow of funds changes in the assets and liabilities of the quarterly
balance sheet.

Cashit  WorkingCapitalit  LongTermAssetsit 
Debtit  ExternalEquityit  RetainedEarningsit  OtherLiabilitiesit

7

(1)

Further details on the CEO turnover data are described in the Internet Appendix and tabulated in Appendix Table
A1.
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Starting with the assets side of the balance sheet, Cash is cash and short-term investments
(Compustat Quarterly Item 36).

WorkingCapital is current assets (Item 40) minus current

liabilities (Item 49) plus debt in current liabilities (Item 45) minus cash. LongTermAssets is
assets minus current assets. We can decompose total assets on the liabilities side of the balance
sheet as well. Debt is defined as the sum of long-term debt (Item 51) and debt in current
liabilities. ExternalEquity is defined as book equity minus balance sheet RetainedEarnings (Item
58). Book equity is defined as total assets less total liabilities (Item 54) and preferred stock (par
value, Item 55) plus deferred taxes (Item 52). This leaves some other long-term liabilities,
including minority interests, and so on, which we define as a residual OtherLiabilities. We
compute changes in these quarterly balance sheet measures and scale by total assets. We also
note when the change in ExternalEquity exceeds 5% of assets. This occurs in 4.55 percent of the
sample of firms where no CEO turnover occurred and 4.35 percent of the sample where a CEO
turnover has occurred within the last three years.
[INSERT TABLE 1 HERE]
Finally, we control for assets, Q, leverage, and profitability. Total assets A is Compustat
Quarterly Item 44. Q is defined as the ratio total of assets minus book equity plus market equity
(Item 14* Item 61) all over total assets. Leverage D/A is defined as debt divided by total assets.
As before, debt is defined as the sum of long-term debt and debt in current liabilities.
Profitability EBITDA/A is defined as operating income before depreciation (Item 21) divided by
total assets.
We require complete data on each of the financing and investing activities, past returns
for three years, and the four control variables. This leaves us with a sample of 87,488 firmquarters between 1990 and 2005.

Of those, 29,663 firm-quarters involve a firm that has

experienced a CEO turnover within the last three years. In the remaining 57,825 firm-quarters,
the active CEO has been at the helm for at least three years. Table 1 compares these groups.
There are a few clear patterns in the summary statistics. First, the turnover firm-quarters
are different from the no turnover sample. They are somewhat less profitable, with less asset
9

growth of all types. The bulk of the lower asset growth comes from lower retained earnings.
This is coming in part from write-downs, as operating profitability is lower, but by a more
modest amount. The bottom line is that these firms are facing more than an exogenous change in
the CEO, so we will need to keep this in mind, adding control variables to the regression
specification and taking care in the interpretation of the results.

4.

CEO-specific Q, past returns, and equity issuance
Past stock market performance is correlated with a number of corporate financing

decisions. Equity issues and investment follow high past returns; and, repurchases follow low
past returns. Typically, past returns are interpreted as a characteristic of the firm – indicating
investment opportunities, asymmetric information, or misvaluation – not the particular
management team running the firm. For example, Lucas and McDonald (1990) and Korajczyk,
Lucas, and McDonald (1992) consider the role of asymmetric information in linking past returns
and equity issues, while Stigler (1964), Ritter (1991), Loughran and Ritter (1995), and Baker and
Wurgler (2000, 2002) consider the role of misvaluation.8
Our goal is to separate out the effect of firm returns from CEO returns. A challenge is
that the value changes under the current CEO are by definition more recent than the value
changes prior to turnover. Because we do not have an instrument for CEO turnover, we assign
each firm in the non-turnover group a random turnover date.9 We select this by drawing a
turnover lag at random using the dates from our turnover sample, matched by 2-digit SIC
industry and year-quarter. This methodology ensures that the distributions of lags are similar for
the turnover and the non-turnover groups.10 We then run regressions of the following type:

8

These patterns also appear in our sample. To save space, these are available in the Internet Appendix in Tables A2
and A3.
9

There are only 12 CEO deaths in our sample period, and we do not find statistically significant results using this
small sample.
10

We are able to assign a turnover date to 94% of the observations in the non-turnover group using this
methodology.
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EquityIssuanceit  at   b1  b2Turn   Qi ,t 1  Qi ,CEO    c1  c2Turn   Qi ,CEO  Qi ,t 13 
  d1  d 2Turn  Qi ,t 13  eTurn  fX i ,t 1  uit

(2)

where Turn is equal to one if the firm is in the turnover group. The difference, b2 – c2, captures
how the effect of recent changes in Q on equity issuance, compared to the effect of more distant
changes in Q, differs across the turnover and the non-turnover groups.
This estimation is presented in Table 2. The difference, b2 – c2, is positive across all
specifications, using either net equity issues as a percentage of assets or an indicator variable as
the dependent variable. While the recent change in Q is more important for equity issuance than
the more distant change in Q for both the turnover and the non-turnover groups, the gap is
significantly larger when there is an actual turnover, increasing the probability of an equity issue
by a further 1.25 to 1.69 percentage points per quarter. Using the non-turnover group to control
for the effect of recency of the changes in Q, we find that changes in Q under the control of the
current CEO still have a significantly stronger impact on issuing activity than the changes prior
to arrival.
[INSERT TABLE 2 HERE]
To show this result another way, we estimate the following equation within the
subsample of observations in the non-turnover group, repeating the process 500 times with 500
different sets of randomly assigned turnover dates:11
EquityIssuanceit  at  b(Qi ,t 1  Qi ,CEO )  c(Qi ,CEO  Qi ,t 13 )  dQi ,t 13  eX i ,t 1  uit .

(3)

Instead of using a single set of randomly assigned turnover dates in a nested test, as in
equation (2), this test does not rely on a matching procedure.

Instead, we plot the full

distribution of the estimated difference b – c for the non-turnover group in Figure 1, against the
equivalent estimate b – c of for the turnover group (0.29).12 The simple question is whether the

11

We thank Michael Roberts for this suggestion.
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The estimation results of Equation (3) for the turnover group are presented in Appendix Table A4 in the Internet
Appendix.
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estimates of b – c for the turnover group fall within this distribution, or, in other words, would
we have expected, given the effect of recent returns, to find these results by chance.
[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE]
We use levels of equity issues as the dependent variable and include controls for lagged
profitability, size, and leverage.13 We also control for year-month and firm fixed effects. We
use random assignment by industry and year-quarter, and by year-quarter alone in an attempt to
generate more dispersion. The distribution under either method of random assignment shows
similar patterns. The estimated difference, b – c, is always positive, indicating that more recent
increases in Q are more important for equity issuance than the more distant increases in Q.
However, 90 percent of the estimates fall below 0.175, while the equivalent estimate for the
turnover group is 0.29, greater than all 500 simulated estimates. This suggests that the larger
impact on equity issues of the increases in Q under the control of the current CEO is not entirely
driven by the recency of these changes.

5.

Discussion: CEO-specific Q, other corporate decisions, and distress
In most situations, equity issues follow strong past returns. We have identified a notable

exception. When these past returns are not under the current CEO’s control, there is less of a
connection between equity issues and the firm’s stock return history. While these findings are
consistent with the attribution of past returns to the CEO, an alternative explanation is that CEO
turnover marks a shift in strategy and the resulting change in fundamentals changes the pattern of
equity issues. In other words, CEO identity still matters for raising capital, but rather than
driving equity issues, the CEO is merely a marker for more fundamental changes in the nature of
the firm that require investment and new capital.
5.1.

13

CEO-specific past returns and other corporate decisions

Using the equity issuance indicator as the dependent variable yields similar results.
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Both explanations lead naturally to the question of how the proceeds are used. Past
returns are associated with increases in not only equity issues, but also debt issues, investment,
and other assets. If the increased equity in response to past returns under the current CEO’s
control is connected to future investment opportunities, we should see the same returns having a
disproportionate effect on other corporate decisions. Therefore, we examine the relation between
CEO-specific past returns and other balance sheet changes as well as firm investment and
profitability.
Other balance sheet changes are considered in Table 3. The first three pairs of columns
show the assets side of the balance sheet: changes in Cash, WorkingCapital, and
LongTermAssets. The next two pairs of columns show the liabilities side of the balance sheet,
excluding external equity issues: changes in Debt and RetainedEarnings. This leaves some other
long-term liabilities, including minority interests, and so on, which we define as a residual
OtherLiabilities. We compute changes in these quarterly balance sheet measures and scale by
total assets. We run the same specification as in equation (2), with these measures replacing net
equity issues as the dependent variable. In each regression, we include the control variables as
well as year-month and firm fixed effects. The adding up constraint requires that the equity issue
be “used” either in reducing other liabilities or increasing assets. This test therefore helps
answering the question of where on average the equity issues induced by CEO-specific returns
go.
[INSERT TABLE 3 HERE]
The quick summary is that, as in past research, we find a strong connection between
valuation levels and balance sheet growth. However, there is no special link when these returns
are under the current CEO’s control. Because of the balance sheet identity, the increase in equity
that we found earlier must be offset by a corresponding increase in assets or a reduction in
liabilities. However, none of the effects is individually strong, and the difference between recent
changes in Q and more distant changes in Q largely does not vary significantly across the
turnover group and the non-turnover group with randomly assigned turnover dates.
13

Similarly, when we look at future profitability and investment (reported in the Internet
Appendix Table A7), we see modest effects. Instead of equity issues or the balance sheet
decomposition, we use CapitalExpenditure and EBITDA/A as dependent variables.
CapitalExpenditure is defined as capital expenditures (Item 90) divided by assets. As before,
valuation levels are strongly related to future investment and profitability, but the effect is not
stronger when the changes in valuation are under the control of the current CEO. Our basic
results could in principle come from a shift in fundamentals, with valuation creation under the
current CEO’s control as an improved indicator of future firm investment opportunities. But, we
do not see evidence of this in investment directly.
5.2.

CEO-specific past returns and restructuring
Another possibility is that the investment opportunity is in restructuring, not expanding

assets. To assess this alternative, we partition our sample in four ways according to turnover
types. First, we separate firms based on whether the turnover is natural or forced. Second, we
separate firms based on whether the new CEO is an internal candidate or an outside hire. Third,
we group firms with no debt at the CEO turnover and firms with debt at the CEO turnover.14
Finally, we group firms with positive changes in Q prior to the change in CEO and firms with
negative changes in Q prior to the change in CEO. The idea is to see whether our results are
coming entirely from clear turnaround situations where the CEO was forced out after a period of
poor performance or high financial distress. This is not the case.
We rerun the analysis in Table 2, regressing equity issues on the change in Q under the
current CEO’s tenure and the change in Q prior to the current CEO’s tenure. But, we perform an
extra division of Q by splitting the effects of the changes in Q as well as the initial level of Q
according to the turnover type. Specifically, in Table 4, we run regressions of the following type
on the sample of turnover firms:

14

Approximately ten percent of the observations have no debt at the CEO turnover. Using different cutoffs to
categorize firms into those with low debt at the CEO turnover and those with high debt at the CEO turnover
produces similar results.
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EquityIssuanceit  at   b1  b2 New   Qi ,t 1  Qi ,CEO    c1  c2 New   Qi ,CEO  Qi ,t 13 
  d1  d 2 New  Qi ,t 13  eNew  fX i ,t 1  uit

(4)

where New is equal to one if the turnover is forced (in the first regression); if the firm appoints
an outsider CEO (in the second regression); if the firm is levered at turnover (in the third
regression); and if the firm had a decrease in value at turnover (in the last regression).15
[INSERT TABLE 4 HERE]
We find little difference between the different types of turnover. The effect of past
change in Q is similar regardless of the nature of the turnover and the origin of the CEO,
regardless of whether the firm has leverage or not, and regardless of whether the changes in Q
leading up to CEO transition are positive or negative. Our main test is whether the difference b2
- c2 is statistically positive: a positive and significant difference b2 - c2 would indicate that our
results are likely primarily driven by restructuring situations. None of the four estimates in Table
4 approaches statistical significance, with three negative and one positive coefficients. The
results with an indicator variable for equity issues are similar. Therefore, our results are not
simply coming from apparent turnaround situations.
This casts some doubt on the alternative explanation that our results are coming not from
CEO identity, but from an underlying shift in strategy that breaks the link between equity issues
and past performance.
5.3.

Discontinuity around CEO reference points
Despite our best efforts, it is difficult to entirely rule out a neoclassical explanation where

changes in valuation prior to the current CEO’s tenure are less informative for the real benefits of
raising equity capital. We can, however, rule in an important role for CEO reference points in
equity issues with a discontinuity analysis.16 The reference point story makes two testable
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We have examined other measures, such as the stock return prior to the current CEO’s tenure, the change in
profitability, the change in assets, all with similar results.

16

In a similar approach, Roberts and Sufi (2008) examine the discontinuous effects of covenant violations on
corporate finance and investment.
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predictions. First, the specific price inherited by the new CEO is a clear reference point in the
turnover sample. Second, a salient price prior to the arrival of the CEO is not.
To test the first prediction, we examine the pricing of follow-on or seasoned equity
offerings for our sample firms, with data from Thomson Financial. We divide the sample of
offerings into two groups. For each equity offering in a firm with a CEO turnover in the previous
36 months, we record the stock price of the firm at the end of the month prior to the CEO’s
appointment. For each equity offering in a firm with no CEO turnover in the previous 36
months, we randomly assign a turnover date as before, from the distribution of lags from the
turnover sample, matched on industry and year-quarter. For each sample, we compute the ratio
of the offering price to the stock price prior to a real or randomized turnover date. We then
employ the non-parametric regression discontinuity approach of Hahn, Todd, and Van der
Klaauw (2001) and Porter (2003). Using kernel-weighted locally linear regressions, we estimate
the function relating the frequency of equity issues to the price ratios, and, more importantly, the
implied discontinuity at the price ratio of one.17 For the non-turnover sample, we report the
average frequency based on 500 different sets of simulated turnover dates.
The results are displayed in Figure 2. Panel A shows the distribution of 505 equity issues
in firms with a CEO turnover at some point during the 36 months prior to the equity offering.
Panel B shows the distribution of 1,090 equity issues where there was no CEO turnover in the
36-month period prior to the offering.18 As predicted, the stock price at the CEO’s arrival is an
important and discontinuous anchor for equity issuance in Panel A. There is an estimated
discontinuous jump of 2.96 percent in the frequency of equity issues at the price ratio of one,
significant at the one percent level. The simulated turnover dates in Panel B show no such
pattern.
17

We use the triangle kernel, with a bandwidth of 0.3. Our results are robust to alternative bandwidths. Standard
errors of the discontinuity estimates are derived using the formula from Porter (2003).
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The sample of seasoned equity offerings is small when compared to our full sample. This is consistent with Fama
and French (2005), who find that seasoned equity offerings are rare among the sort of large firms that are in our
ExecuComp sample.
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[INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE]
To test the second prediction, we examine adjacent follow-on offerings. The idea is that
the most recent offering price is particularly salient in the decision to raise new equity. For each
pair of adjacent offerings in the same firm, we compute the ratio of offering prices. We then
split the sample as before into two groups: firms with no CEO turnover in between offerings, and
firms with a CEO turnover in between offerings. As before, we employ a non-parametric
regression discontinuity approach to estimate the function relating the frequency of equity issues
to the price ratios, and the implied discontinuity at the price ratio of one.
[INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE]
Our results are shown in Figure 3. Panel A shows the distribution of 926 seasoned equity
offerings where there was no CEO turnover since the last offering since 1990. Panel B shows
the distribution of 383 seasoned equity offerings where a CEO turnover had occurred since the
last offering since 1990. Here, we are expecting just the opposite. The prior offering price is
only salient to the group with no turnover. Moreover, the no turnover group will be much more
reluctant to issue equity at a lower price than in the previous offering. These results are stronger
still, albeit in a small sample. As predicted, only 22.2 percent of the most recent offerings are
priced below the offer price of the previous offering in Panel A. In contrast, after a CEO
turnover in Panel B, 44.9 percent of the equity issues are offered below the price of the previous
offering, which occurred under a different CEO. More importantly, when two adjacent equity
issues are under the tenure of the same CEO, there is a discontinuous jump in the frequency of
equity issues at the price ratio of one. The estimated jump discontinuity in Panel A is 7.22
percent, significant at the one percent level. This suggests that the CEO, as a rule of thumb, is
reluctant to issue equity if the current price is below the last offer price under his control. No
such jump pattern exists for two adjacent issues with a CEO turnover in between.

6. Conclusions
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Equity issues follow periods of strong equity market performance.

Typical

interpretations are connected to Q theory, asymmetric information, or opportunistic financing. In
all three cases, the link is implicitly to firm investment opportunities, information about the firm,
or investors’ sentiment about the prospects of the firm. In contrast, we focus on the individual
CEO presiding over these returns. With this in mind, we examine separately the effect of returns
generated by the CEO and returns inherited by the CEO.
Our basic finding is that equity issues are much more sensitive to valuation levels and
past returns when those returns are generated during the current CEO’s tenure. A unit increase
in Q during the current CEO’s tenure increases the probability of equity issue by almost twice as
much as a unit increase prior to the arrival of the CEO. Even after controlling for the recency
effect of the changes in Q, increases in Q when under the control of the current CEO still
increase the probability of an equity issue by 1.25 to 1.69 percentage points per quarter,
approximately 30% over the unconditional probability of an equity issue of 4.5 percent per
quarter, more than when these changes are realized prior to the arrival of the CEO. Situations of
natural turnover, where the board has selected what is typically an internal replacement for a
retiring CEO, and forced turnover generate similar patterns.
This highlights the role of CEO identity in the capital raising process. The demand as
well as the supply of equity may depend on the return history of the CEO, not the firm, due to the
attribution of past performance to the individual CEO and not the firm more generally. Our
results are unlikely to be driven by changes in capital or restructuring requirements around CEO
turnover that are relatively independent of past returns. We find that the additional equity
issuance is split between asset growth and reduction in liabilities and that our results are present
in a variety of turnover settings: forced and natural turnover; insider and outsider; high debt and
low; strong pre-turnover performance and weak. Moreover, the differential effect of the CEOspecific past returns persists even one year or more after turnover. Perhaps most convincingly,
there is a discontinuous jump in the distribution of equity issues at the price inherited by the
current CEO and no such jump at the salient level of the most recent past offering price, when
18

this offering occurred prior to the current CEO’s arrival.

This casts some doubt on the

endogeneity explanation, where it is investment or recapitalization following distress that drives
equity issues.
A corollary is that a firm with poor stock market performance may be better able to raise
new equity capital if its current CEO is replaced. When a CEO is removed involuntarily, the
firm’s historical value creation or destruction becomes less relevant for future equity issues. An
equity issue is equally probable whether these old returns are high or low. This has some
resonance at the outset of the 2007-2008 credit crisis. Banks needed significant equity capital
infusions to offset mortgage losses. This was a challenging proposition in the context of very
poor recent stock performance. Partly in response, most replaced their CEOs, opening the door
to new funds.
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Figure 1. CEO‐Specific Q and Equity Issuance. This figure shows the distribution of the difference, b – c, from estimating the
following regression for the non‐turnover group:
EquityIssuanceit  a t  b (Qi ,t 1  Qi ,CEO )  c (Qi , CEO  Qi ,t 13 )  dQi ,t 13  eX i ,t 1  uit

We use net equity issuance (e/A) as the dependent variable and include controls for lagged profitability, size, and leverage. We
include year‐month and firm fixed effects. The turnover date for the non‐turnover group is chosen randomly from the distribution
of lags from the turnover sample. The distribution of the estimated difference, b – c, is generated from 500 simulations. The
equivalent estimate of b – c for the turnover group alone is 0.29.
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Figure 2. Price of seasoned equity offering and stock price at CEO turnover. This figure shows the nonparametric estimate for the
function relating the frequency of equity issues to the ratio of the offer price to the stock price at CEO turnover as well as the
implied discontinuity at the ratio of one. Each dot in the figure represents the percentage of seasoned equity offerings with a ratio
of the offer price to the stock price at CEO turnover that falls in the corresponding bin on the x‐axis. Panel A: CEO turnover occurred
at some point during the 36 months prior to the equity offering. Estimated discontinuity = 2.96%; p‐value = 0.00. Panel B: No CEO
turnover occurred in the 36‐month period prior to the equity offering. Stock prices at turnover use randomly assigned turnover
dates from the distribution of lags from the turnover sample. We report the average frequency based on 500 sets of simulated
dates. Estimated discontinuity = 1.52%; p‐value = 0.21.
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Figure 3. Price ratios of adjacent seasoned equity offerings. This figure shows the nonparametric estimate for the function relating
the frequency of equity issues to the price ratio of two adjacent offerings as well as the implied discontinuity at the price ratio of
one. Each dot in the figure represents the percentage of seasoned equity offerings with a price ratio of two adjacent offerings that
falls in the corresponding bin on the x‐axis. Panel A: No CEO turnover between two adjacent equity issues. Estimated discontinuity
= 7.22%; p‐value = 0.01. Panel B: CEO turnover between two adjacent equity issues. Estimated discontinuity = 1.28%; p‐value =
0.26.
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Table 1
Summary statistics
This table summarizes quarterly equity issuance and other quarterly financial data for the sample of S&P 1500 firms in
ExecuComp from 1990 to 2011. Cash is cash and short‐term investments (Compustat Industrial Quarterly Item 36). WorkingCapital
is current assets (Item 40) minus current liabilities (Item 49) plus debt in current liabilities (Item 45) minus cash. LongTermAssets is
calculated as assets minus current assets. Debt is defined as the sum of long‐term debt (Item 51) and debt in current liabilities.
ExternalEquity is defined as book equity minus balance sheet RetainedEarnings (Item 58). Book equity is defined as total assets less
total liabilities (Item 54) and preferred stock (Item 55) plus deferred taxes (Item 52). The net equity issuer dummy (e/A>5%) takes
the value one if net equity issuance (e/A) equals or exceeds five percent and zero otherwise. OtherLiabilities is defined as the
difference between assets and the sum of non‐debt current liabilities, debt and book equity. Q is defined as the book value of assets
A (Item 44) plus the market value of equity (end‐of‐quarter price, Item 14, times end‐of‐quarter shares outstanding, Item 61) minus
book equity all over assets. Leverage (D/A) is defined as debt divided by assets. Profitability (EBITDA/A) is defined as operating
income before depreciation (Item 21) divided by assets. “No Turnover Group” indicates that there was no CEO turnover in the 36‐
month period prior to the quarter. “Turnover Group” indicates that a CEO turnover occurred at some point during the 36 months
prior to the quarter. All variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles.
No Turnover

Turnover

N

Mean

SD

N

Mean

SD

57,825
57,825
57,825
57,825
57,825
57,825
57,825

0.25
0.21
1.17
0.34
0.57
4.55
0.59

4.26
3.42
4.50
4.14
3.44
20.84
3.55

29,663
29,663
29,663
29,663
29,663
29,663
29,663

0.15
0.09
0.68
0.14
0.44
4.35
0.17

4.41
3.62
4.60
4.10
3.46
20.40
4.06

57,825

0.13

1.28

29,663

0.14

1.41

Q: Qt
Profitability: EBITDA/At (%)
Assets: At

57,825
57,825
57,825

2.00
3.78
4,607.87

1.31
2.90
10,314.33

29,663
29,663
29,663

1.89
3.48
5,327.43

1.21
2.96
10,962.26

Leverage: D/At (%)

57,825

21.41

17.36

29,663

22.26

17.79

Changes from last quarter in
Cash: ∆Cash/At (%)
Working Capital: (∆OtherCA–∆NDCL)/At (%)
Long‐term assets: ∆LTAsset/At (%)
Debt: d/At (%)
External equity: e/At (%)
External equity: e/At > 5 % (x 100)
Retained earnings: ∆RE/At (%)
Other liabilities: ∆OtherL/At (%)
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Table 2
CEO‐specific Q and equity issuance
This table reports results of the following regression:

EquityIssuanceit  at   b1  b2Turn   Qi ,t 1  Qi ,CEO    c1  c2Turn   Qi ,CEO  Qi ,t 13    d1  d 2Turn  Qi ,t 13  eTurn  fX i ,t 1  uit .

We use two measures to estimate quarterly equity issuance. Net equity issuance (e/A) is defined as the change in book equity minus the change in balance sheet retained
earnings divided by assets. Net equity issuer (e/A>5%) takes the value one if net equity issuance (e/A) equals or exceeds five percent and zero otherwise. Both measures are
scaled up by a factor of 100. Turn is equal to 1 if the firm had a CEO turnover within the last 12 quarters. Qt‐1 and Qt‐13 denote Q values one quarter and thirteen quarters prior to
the current quarter, respectively. QCEO is the Q value calculated at the end of the last quarter before the CEO took office. For firms with no turnover within the last three years,
the turnover date is chosen randomly from the distribution of lags from the turnover sample. Xt‐1 contains controls for profitability, size, and leverage at the end of the last
quarter. P‐values based on robust standard errors clustered by firm are reported in brackets.
Equity Issues: e/A

Equity Issues: e/A>5%

Coef

[p‐val]

Coef

[p‐val]

Coef

[p‐val]

Coef

[p‐val]

Coef

[p‐val]

Coef

[p‐val]

Turnover Group:
Qt‐1 –QCEO
QCEO –Qt‐13
Qt‐13

0.64
0.24
0.31

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.74
0.45
0.46

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.74
0.45
0.55

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

4.04
1.97
2.40

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

4.56
2.93
3.18

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

4.18
2.53
3.07

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

Non‐Turnover Group:
Qt‐1 –QCEO
QCEO –Qt‐13
Qt‐13

0.57
0.46
0.40

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.72
0.61
0.52

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.70
0.60
0.58

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

2.87
2.49
2.18

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

3.62
3.24
2.85

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

3.46
3.11
2.92

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

b2–c2

0.29

[<0.01]

0.18

[0.01]

0.19

[0.01]

1.69

[<0.01]

1.25

[<0.01]

1.30

[<0.01]

Turn
Profitability: EBITDA/At (%)
Assets: ln(At)
Leverage: D/At (%)

0.08

[0.49]

0.01
‐0.16
‐0.22
0.02

[0.94]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.00
‐0.02
‐0.56
0.03

[0.98]
[0.07]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

‐0.35

[0.51]

‐0.67
‐0.75
‐0.82
0.09

[0.15]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

‐0.14
‐0.07
‐2.30
0.11

[0.73]
[0.31]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

Fixed effects
Year‐Month
Firm
N
R

2

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

85,061

85,061

85,061

85,061

85,061

85,061

0.04

0.08

0.16

0.04

0.05

0.12
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Table 3
CEO‐specific Q and other balance sheet changes
This table estimates the following regression:

OtherBalanceSheetItemsit  at   b1  b2Turn   Qi ,t 1  Qi ,CEO    c1  c2Turn   Qi ,CEO  Qi ,t 13    d1  d 2Turn  Qi ,t 13  eTurn  fX i ,t 1  uit .

This table repeats the regressions in Table 2 with changes in other balance sheet items, including Cash, WorkingCapital, LongTermAssets, Debt, RetainedEarnings, and
OtherLiabilities. All dependent variables are scaled up by a factor of 100. P‐values based on robust standard errors clustered by firm are reported in brackets.
Change in Cash

Change in Working
Capital

Change in Long
Term Assets

Change in Debt

Change in Retained
Earnings

Change in Other
Liabilities

Coef

[p‐val]

Coef

[p‐val]

Coef

[p‐val]

Coef

[p‐val]

Coef

[p‐val]

Coef

[p‐val]

0.45
0.17
0.20

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.26
0.23
0.23

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.56
0.65
0.64

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.11
0.17
0.20

[0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.38
0.37
0.29

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

‐0.01
0.01
0.01

[0.34]
[0.42]
[0.43]

Qt-1 –QCEO
QCEO –Qt-13
Qt-13

0.48
0.28
0.32

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.23
0.18
0.17

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.47
0.59
0.55

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.05
0.11
0.12

[0.13]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.34
0.27
0.27

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

0.01
0.01
0.01

[0.30]
[0.12]
[0.42]

b2–c2

0.08

[0.24]

‐0.02

[0.64]

0.03

[0.76]

0.00

[0.93]

‐0.06

[0.56]

‐0.02

[0.27]

0.20
0.16
‐0.34
0.00

[0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[0.26]

‐0.17
0.01
‐0.12
‐0.02

[<0.01]
[0.61]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

‐0.45
0.17
‐0.43
‐0.03

[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

‐0.32
‐0.04
‐0.24
‐0.07

[<0.01]
[0.02]
[<0.01]
[<0.01]

‐0.18
0.42
‐0.05
‐0.01

[0.04]
[<0.01]
[0.33]
[<0.01]

‐0.01
0.00
‐0.01
0.00

[0.69]
[0.28]
[0.48]
[<0.01]

Turnover Group:
Qt-1 –QCEO
QCEO –Qt-13
Qt-13
Non‐Turnover Group:

Turn
Profitability: EBITDA/At (%)
Assets: ln(At)
Leverage: D/At (%)
Fixed effects
Year‐Month
Firm
N
R

2

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

85,061

85,061

85,061

85,061

85,061

85,061

0.06

0.07

0.11

0.07

0.34

0.05
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Table 4
CEO‐specific Q and equity issuance: turnover types
This table estimates the following regression:

EquityIssuanceit  at   b1  b2 New   Qi ,t 1  Qi ,CEO    c1  c2 New   Qi ,CEO  Qi ,t 13    d1  d 2 New  Qi ,t 13  eNew  fX i ,t 1  uit .

Quarterly equity issuance is measured by net equity issuance (e/A), defined as the change in book equity minus the change in balance sheet retained earnings divided by assets,
scaled up by a factor of 100. New is equal to 1 if the firm had a forced turnover (in the first regression); if the firm had an outsider CEO (in the second regression); if the firm was
levered at turnover (in the third regression); if the firm had a decrease in value at turnover (in the last regression). Qt‐1 and Qt‐13 denote Q values one quarter and thirteen
quarters prior to the current quarter, respectively. QCEO is the Q value calculated at the end of the last quarter before the CEO took office. Xt‐1 contains controls for profitability,
size, and leverage at the end of the last quarter. Only observations in the “Turnover Group” are included in the regression. P‐values based on robust standard errors clustered
by firm are reported in brackets.
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